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ABSTRACT: The aqueous phase photochemistry of pyruvic acid,
an important oxidation product of isoprene, is known to generate
larger oligomeric species that may contribute to the formation of
secondary organic aerosol in the atmosphere. Using high resolution
negative mode electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, the
aqueous photochemistry of dilute solutions of pyruvic acid (10, 1,
and 0.5 mM) under anaerobic conditions was investigated. Even at
the lowest concentration, covalently bonded dimers and trimers of
pyruvic acid were observed as photochemical products. We
calculate that it is energetically

possible to photochemically generate parapyruvic acid, a dimer of pyruvic acid that is known to form via dark
oligomerization processes. Subsequent photochemical reactions of parapyruvic acid with pyruvic acid form larger
oligomeric products, such as 2,4-dihydroxy-2-methyl-5-oxohexanoic acid. A robust and relatively simple photochemical
mechanism is discussed that explains both the conditional dependence and wide array of products that are observed.

■

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric aerosols are known to contribute to pollutionrelated smog and haze, aﬀ ecting visibility and human
health;1,2 in addition, they have considerable influence over
the global radiative budget.3−10 The impact of atmospheric
aerosols on radiative forcing is currently the largest source of
uncertainty in climate models, with significant contributions to
the accumu-lated error occurring from the eﬀ ort to quantify
secondary organic aerosol (SOA).11 SOA, particles generated
in the atmosphere through the oxidation of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), are the major contributor to aerosol mass
in remote areas.8,12,13 Recent work suggests that oligomers
formed from aqueous phase photochemistry of small organics
may contribute significantly to the formation and development
of SOA.8,9,14−22 Therefore, the generation of such molecular
complexity via multiphase chemistry is critical in the
understanding of the formation of SOA.
The chemistry governing the formation of SOA from small
organics is inherently complex, involving interwoven networks
of reactions between many species. As we show, even a single,
simple three-carbon molecule can yield a surprisingly rich
chemistry. Here we examine the aqueous phase
photochemistry of a model species, pyruvic acid, under acidic,
anaerobic conditions, suggesting a new identification and
mechanistic pathway for observed oligomeric species. By
developing mechanistically the potential reactive pathways for
aqueous pyruvic acid, we may add to the understanding of its
possible photochemical fates in the natural environment.

Pyruvic acid, a key oxidation product of isoprene in the
environment,23−25 is found in both the gas and aqueous phases
in the atmosphere.23,26−34 The simplest of the α-keto acids,
pyruvic acid has also been used as a proxy for atmospheric αdicarbonyls.24,25,28,35 Pyruvic acid absorbs light in the nearUV from the solar photon flux reaching the surface of the
Earth and is oxidized relatively slowly by H2O2 and the
hydroxyl radical (OH).36−40 Consequently, the main
atmospheric sink for pyruvic acid is direct photolysis; in the
aqueous phase, this photochemistry has been linked to
oligomer formation and the production of SOA.21,37,41−45
While a seemingly simple, three-carbon molecule, pyruvic
acid’s reactivity is extremely diverse and dependent on reaction
conditions. Its chemistry spans a wide variety of processes and
environmental conditions, including gas and aqueous photo37,42−60
61
multiphase photochemistry,
oxidation by
chemistry,
25,36,38−40
H2O2 and hydroxyl radicals,
thermal decomposi62 64
65
Pyruvic acid is also
tion, − and multiphoton pyrolysis.
known to spontaneously oligomerize in aqueous solution or as a
pure liquid, even in the dark, forming a variety dimer species that
66
include zymonic acid and parapyruvic acid.
The photochemical pathways available to pyruvic acid are
strongly phase dependent. In the gas phase, absorption of a UV
photon (λmax ∼ 350 nm) promotes ground state pyruvic acid to the
1
first excited singlet state (S1, (n, π*)), whereupon it

decomposes, forming CO2 and acetaldehyde, with additional
36,48, 54,55,57 −59,67,68
minor products.
However, the species
produced by this gas phase photochemistry can be aﬀ ected by
58
changing the buﬀ er gas, total pressure, and composition.
Diﬀ erent photochemical pathways become accessible in the
41,43−45,56,60
aqueous phase than in gas phase
because interactions
with water aﬀ ect pyruvic acid’s electronic structure, changing its
photophysical and photochemical mechanisms.
1
The λmax of the S1, (n, π*), state shifts to the blue (λmax ∼ 320
nm) such that, following excitation, intersystem crossing and
3
internal conversion to the T1, (n, π*) state occurs, subsequently
generating organic radicals. These radicals then react further,
often recombining to generate oligomeric species.
Recent work on the aqueous photochemistry of pyruvic acid has
exposed its extreme sensitivity to the environment: the rate of
decomposition and resulting products are dependent on both the
concentration of pyruvic acid and on the atmospheric composition.37,61
This sensitivity to reaction conditions likely explains some of the
discrepancies in the literature about some
minor photoproducts;

37,41−45,69,70

however, there is broad

agreement that the
major
aqueous
photochemical pathways generate more complex
oligomeric species,37,42,43 including covalently bonded
dimers and trimers71 of pyruvic acid. In this work, we
structurally characterize oligomeric species and propose a
new mechanistic pathway by which these oligomers are
photochemically formed through reactions with reactive
intermediate species.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Pyruvic acid (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was distilled twice under
reduced pressure (<1 Torr) while heating gently (<55 °C) and
diluted with 18.2 MΩ water (3 ppb TOC) to make solutions of 10,
1, and 0.5 mM concentration. For each 100 mL volume solution,
10 mL of the solution was saved as a pre-irradiation control, and
the remaining 90 mL of solution were illuminated for 5 h in a
temperature-stabilized water bath at 4 °C with a 450 W Xe arc
lamp (Newport). The lower concentration solutions (1 mM and
0.5 mM) were also irradiated with the water bath held at 20 °C.
There was no diﬀ erence in observed products based on water bath
temperature. Unless otherwise specified, all solutions were purged
with N2 to displace dissolved O2, beginning 1 h prior to the start
of irradiation and continuing for the duration of the experiment.
Oxygen-depleted conditions are known to favor formation of the
37
allowing for easier
oligomeric species under study here,
analysis and identification of products at relatively low reaction
concentrations. The irradiated solutions were allowed to come to
room temperature before any further analysis was conducted.

The solutions were used without adjustment from their
natural pH, meaning all photochemical experiments were
conducted under acidic conditions. There is a slight variance
in the pH of the solutions as a function of the concentration of
pyruvic acid, increasing with decreasing concentration. The
pH of the 10 mM pyruvic acid solutions was ∼2.4 and rises to
approximately 3.5 for the 0.5 mM pre-irradiation solutions.
The Xe arc lamp used was not filtered, meaning that its
output extends into the UV to about 220 nm as shown in the
Supporting Information, Figure S1. Because of the extended
light in the UV, under our experimental conditions, it is likely
some excitation to the S2, 1(π, π*), state in addition to the S1
state also occurs. However, as is common with excitation to
higher excited states,72,73 it is likely that the system in the S2
rapidly undergoes internal conversion to the lower S1 state

before following the same photochemical pathway of intersystem
crossing and internal conversion to the reactive T1 state. The
photochemical products observed here using with the unfiltered
Xe arc lamp are in good agreement with the previous results
generated with a filtered Xe arc lamp with wavelengths λ < 300
37
nm removed from the spectrum. In the latter case, the radiation
provided can excite the S1 but not the S2 state, suggesting the
same reactive photochemical pathway is preserved. The rate of
photochemistry is, however, increased when the light is not
filtered, as would be expected when more photons are present.
These observations are consistent with those in the literature,
which have shown, for example, that the photochemistry of
nonanoic acid in aqueous solution using a filtered Xe arc lamp is
observed to slow but not result in significantly diﬀ erent products
74
than when not filtered.

Electronic Structure Calculations. Calculations with
the composite CBS-QB3 model75 and using the Gaussian
09 suite of programs76 were conducted on the relative
barriers to H atom abstraction from the methyl and
carboxyl groups of pyruvic acid S0 by pyruvic acid T1, 3(n,
π*). The calculations suggested that the activation enthalpy
for the former is only 1.47 kcal/mol greater than that for the
latter. Details are provided in the Supporting Information.
UV−Vis Spectroscopy. Pre- and post-irradiation solutions
of the oxoacids were scanned using a Varian (Agilent) Cary
5000 spectrometer with a 0.1 s average time, 0.5 nm data
interval, and a 0.5 nm spectral bandwidth.
NMR Analysis. NMR experiments were obtained at 23 °C
using a Varian INOVA-500 NMR spectrometer operating at
1
499.60 MHz for H detection. To perform experiments in aqueous
solution, an optimized WET solvent suppression pulse sequence
77
was used to eliminate >99% of the H2O signal.

Mass Spectrometry Analysis. High resolution mass
spectrometry was performed on a Waters Synapt G2
HDMS mass spectrometer using electrospray ionization
operated in negative mode. Instrument parameters
remained constant and were as follows: analyzer, resolution
mode; capillary voltage, 1.5 kV; source temperature, 80 °C;
sampling cone, 30 V; extraction cone, 5 V; source gas flow,
0.00 mL/min; desolvation temperature, 150 °C; cone gas
flow, 0.0 L/h; desolvation gas flow, 500.0 L/h.
Instrument parameters were chosen to minimize the
potential for in-source fragmentation and reactions due to
ionization. Under the ionization conditions used here, we
observe both [M − H]− and singly charged adduct ions for the
analytes of interest. The adducts identified are formed from
two or more deprotonated organic species coordinated to a
metal ion, yielding a noncovalent adduct ion with a net charge
of −1. In the pyruvic acid solutions, especially before
irradiation, we observe adduct ions consisting of multiple
deprotonated pyruvic acid molecules coordinated with a
positive counterion, usually Na+ or Ca2+ at quite high
intensities, as shown in the Supporting Information, Table S1
and Figure S2. To minimize the presence of adduct ions, all
photochemical experiments were conducted in 18.2 MΩ water
without the addition of salt, and any such metal ions are
assumed to be only present in trace quantities.

The ESI− mass spectrometry analysis conducted here is not
designed to be absolutely quantitative. As expected, we observe
[M − H]− ions for a number of species with observed intensities
varying considerably due to variations in ionization eﬃciency for
these analyte mixtures. We applied a conservative intensity
4
threshold of 10 counts for analyte identification to

Table 1. Select Compiled Pyruvic Acid Photochemistry ESI − MS Dataa
assigned formula
[M − H]−

assigned structure

C3H3O3
C3H5O4

pyruvic acid
2,2-dihydroxypropanoic acid (Pyruvic
diol)

C6H7O6

parapyruvic acidc

average experimental

theoretical

m/zb
Pre-irradiation Species
87.0091 ± 0.0005
105.0190 ± 0.0007

m/z
87.0082
105.0188

mass diﬀ
(ppm)

pre-irradiation

post-irradiation

10.8
2.3

strong
weak

strong
below threshold

175.0243 ± 0.0004
175.0243
0.21
weak
below threshold
Key Photochemical Products
acetoin
87.0454 ± 0.0007
87.0446
8.7
below threshold medium
C4H7O2
CHO
lactic acid
89.0239 ± 0.0003
89.0239
0.45
below threshold weak
3 5 3
acetolactic acid
131.0354 ± 0.001
131.0345
6.6
below threshold medium
C5H7O4
CH O
DMOHAd
175.0617 ± 0.0006
175.0607
5.5
below threshold strong
7 11 5
CHO
dimethyltartaric acid
177.0409 ± 0.0005
177.0400
5.0
below threshold strong
6 9 6
C8H11O7
CDMOHAe
219.0512 ± 0.0009
219.0505
3.2
below threshold medium
aChemical formulas are assigned as the ionized [M-H] − species, structures are assigned as the neutral species. bThe experimental m/z is

the observed average across experiments, and the uncertainty given is the 95% confidence interval. cThe peak assigned to parapyruvic acid
likely also has contributions from the closed ring form of zymonic acid diol as well. dDMOHA = 2,4-dihydroxy-2-methyl-5-oxohexanoic
acid eCDMOHA = 4-carboxy-2,4-dihydroxy-2-methyl-5-oxohexanoic acid

avoid incorrect ion assignments to noise peaks; the noise
threshold is about 1000 counts. For comparative purposes,
categories of signal intensity are defined as follows:
“strong” ions display intensities greater than 106 counts,
“medium” ions display intensities greater than 105 counts,
and “weak” ions display intensities greater that 104 counts
for the monoisotopic ion in all cases. It is important to note
that these intensity categories do not necessarily correlate
directly to absolute analyte concentrations and are used for
relative comparisons only.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aqueous chemistry of pyruvic acid is generally defined by the
formation of oligomeric species, under both light and dark conditions.
The aqueous phase photochemistry of pyruvic acid has been studied
previously in the literature41,43−45,56,60,61 and is known to generate a
surprisingly complex mixture of observed photoproducts, many of
which have been assigned
37,43
following the literature mechanism.

Here, studying the

aqueous phase photochemistry of pyruvic acid with highresolution negative mode electrospray ionization mass
spec-trometry (ESI− MS), we are able to suggest a new
structural identification for oligomeric photoproducts. The
new mecha-nistic pathway we suggest for these products is
informed by a recent investigation of the dark
oligomerization processes of pyruvic acid,66 as well as
recent results examining the multiphase photochemistry of
pyruvic acid in an environmental simulation chamber.61
Pre-Irradiation Solutions and Dark Processes. The
generation of covalently bonded dimers of pyruvic acid in the dark
78 80
has been known since the 19th century; − nevertheless, these
dark processes have been largely ignored by the modern literature.
Recently, however, it has been demonstrated that pyruvic acid,
either pure or in aqueous solution, will spontaneously dimerize,
66
likely through an aldol addition reaction. The dimerization
products include parapyruvic acid and zymonic acid, the lactone
enol form of parapyruvic acid (see Scheme 2 for structures). In
aqueous solution, there is an equilibrium between pyruvic acid,
parapyruvic acid, zymonic acid, and their tautomers and hydrates,
66
which depends on the concentration and pH of the solution.

When studying the photochemical products generated by
pyruvic acid, it is necessary to consider whether the

oligomerization processes that take place in the dark may be
contributing to the identified products. However, such dark
oligomerization processes do not occur on a time scale that
competes with the observed photochemistry. As observed in
the MS data, the rate of formation of these dimerization
products in pure, distilled pyruvic acid stored 4 °C occurs over
the course of weeks. As shown by NMR analysis in the
Supporting Information, Figure S3, there is very little
contamination present in the 10 mM aqueous solutions before
irradiation, with conservative estimates placing an upper limit
on zymonic acid of <0.1%. As mentioned above, the
equilibrium between pyruvic acid and the various forms of
parapyruvic and zymonic acid shifts as a function of
concentration. In the dilute aqueous solutions under which
photochemistry was conducted here, the equilibrium favors the
reformation of monomeric pyruvic acid from dimerization
products that may have been formed in the pure pyruvic acid.
The kinetics of this shift are slow, but they provide reassurance
that further dark dimerization products are not formed quickly
enough to influence either the light-initiated chemistry or
analysis in these experiments.
Although the overall concentration of the pyruvic acid dimers
formed by dark reactions is low in our pre-irradiation samples, the
presence of zymonic acid species is detectable by our ESI− MS
analysis. There are six species derived from zymonic acid,
66
including parapyruvic acid, that exist in aqueous solution.
Because these are closely related tautomers and enols, the
chemical formulas of these species overlap. For example, using
ESI− MS we detect an ion with an average experimental m/z for
[M − H]− of 175.0239, which suggests the molecular formula
C6H8O6. This likely represents both parapyruvic acid and the
closed ring form of the zymonic acid diol. Of the equilibrium
species of zymonic acid in aqueous solution, these structures are
66
the favored species. In our analysis of the MS data (see Table 1
and Supporting Information, Table S1), we applied a conservative
4
intensity threshold of 10 counts for analyte identifications to
avoid incorrect ion assignments to noise peaks (see Experimental
Section for more detail). The ions that correspond to parapyruvic
acid and the closed zymonic diol are consistently observed above
this threshold for the 10 mM pyruvic acid solutions before
irradiation. Ions corresponding to the other zymonic acid species
were observed occasionally at this threshold of intensity but were
not consistently observed

Scheme 1. Aqueous Photochemical Pathways for Pyruvic Acid. 37,43

above the intensity cutoﬀ we implemented. At the lower
pyruvic acid solution concentrations (e.g., 1 and 0.5 mM),
ions from zymonic acid are not generally observed in the
mass spectra above the threshold. It is not surprising that
the presence of zymonic acid is not observable at low
concentrations of pyruvic acid; an already very low concentration of the contaminant is spread over multiple
equilibrium structures, making it less likely that it would
rise above our conservative threshold for detection.
Parapyruvic acid and other zymonic acid derivatives are not
generally observed in the post-irradiation solutions with
intensities that rise above our threshold for detection. The lack
of signal from parapyruvic acid in the ESI− MS of postirradiation solutions suggests that most of it has been
consumed during the photochemical experiments. This is not
surprising because parapyruvic acid is itself an α-keto acid and
therefore photoactive. Similarly, if any parapyruvic acid was
generated photochemically during the course of irradiation, it
may not be detected in the post-irradiation samples. This raises
the possibility that these species might also be synthesized
photochemically and act as reactive oligomeric intermediate
species whose further chemistry contributes to the observed
photoproducts in the light-initiated chemistry of pyruvic acid,
as is discussed in detail below. The recent observation of
zymonic acid as a photoproduct generated from the irradiation
of multiphase pyruvic acid under atmospherically relevant
conditions in environmental simulation chamber studies61
lends credence to the photochemical formation and subsequent

photochemistry of parapyruvic acid that may take place in
aqueous solution.
Photochemical Oligomerization Processes. As men-tioned
above, photochemistry in aqueous solution begins upon
absorption of a photon by the α-keto acid in the near UV. The
absorption maximum of this transition occurs for pyruvic acid at a
wavelength of ∼320 nm (Supporting Information, Figure S1). In
aqueous solution, the ketone group of pyruvic acid can be
hydrated to form a geminal diol, 2,2,dihydroxypropanoic acid,
81 84
(2,2-DHPA). − Unlike the ketone form, the geminal diol
conformer does not absorb light within the solar spectrum. Many
α-dicarbonyl species undergo almost complete hydration to the
diol form in aqueous solution, where catalysis by water, acid, or
85 87
base lowers the relatively high reaction barriers. − Pyruvic
acid retains significant amounts of the ketonic functionality. The
82,88
extent of hydration is both pH- and temperature-dependent,
but at 298 K, aqueous pyruvic acid generally exists as ∼40% in
37,42,83,84
the keto and ∼60% in the diol form.
However, this ratio
is concentration dependent as well. For the 10 mM solutions of
pyruvic acid investigated here, the ratio is closer to 50% keto and
50% diol (Supporting Information, Figure S3). This ratio shifts
during the photo-chemical experiments to slightly favor the keto
form, which is likely due to the coupled eﬀ ects of the depletion of
pyruvic acid and subsequent slight decrease in acidity of the
solution. All photochemical experiments were conducted without
adjusting the solutions from their natural pH. The pH of the
solution is increased slightly as the concentration of pyruvic acid
is lowered. For the 0.5 mM pre-irradiation solutions, the pH is

Scheme 2. Photochemical Generation of Parapyruvic Acid via Hydrogen Abstraction from the Methyl Group of Pyruvic Acid

approximately 3.5, compared to ∼2.4 for 10 mM solutions.
At this lower concentration and higher pH, the amount of
pyruvic acid in the keto conformer increases to about 75%
(Supporting Information, Figure S4).
While all photochemical experiments were conducted under
acidic conditions, the pH of the solutions are near the eﬀ ective
pKa for pyruvic acid solutions of 2.49,89 implying the
protonation state of pyruvic acid is important to consider. This
literature value is an eﬀ ective pKa because the keto and diol
conformers have diﬀ erent, individual pKa values, of 2.18 and
3.6, respectively.82 Under our reaction conditions, then, more
than 50% of the keto form of pyruvic acid is in its anionic
form, pyruvate, for all concentrations, which reduces the
number of photoactive protonated species in solution.
Regardless of the exact ratio of keto and diol conformer and
their respective protonation states, the presence of significant
amounts of protonated keto conformer in aqueous solution
means that photochemistry is still a major reactive pathway
under such conditions. However, interactions with the solvent
shift the accessible electronic states for aqueous pyruvic acid,
which favors photochemical mechanisms in the aqueous phase
that follow diﬀ erent pathways than in the gas phase, as shown
in Scheme 1.
3

In the aqueous phase, chemistry occurs from the T1, (n, π*),
state (reaction 1 in Scheme 1). As has been shown previously in
the literature, the excited T1 state can abstract a hydrogen from
the carboxyl group of another pyruvic acid molecule and
decarboxylates to form two radical species (reaction 2 in

CO2H, denoted as HA• and
Scheme 1), one with hydroxyl acid functionality, CH3C(OH)-

functionality, CH3C(OH)2, denoted as GD .

one with geminal diol
• 37,43

The hydrogen

abstraction from another pyruvic acid molecule can either
occur from the keto form of the molecule or from its geminal
diol form, 2,2-DHPA, though abstraction from the diol is
favored energetically.43 Because 10 mM pyruvic acid under
our reaction conditions is approximately 50% in the diol form,
it is likely that abstraction from the diol is the major pathway.
It has also been suggested that proton-coupled electron
transfer can also occur,42,60 which would generate the same
reactive radicals from the T1 excited state of pyruvic acid.
The HA• and GD• radicals that are formed following hydrogen
abstraction from the carboxyl group of either pyruvic acid or 2,2DHPA, then go on to react further following a

number of pathways, which are summarized in Scheme
137,43 with MS results given in Table 1. The branching
ratio of the pathways, and therefore the yields of the
generated species, is influenced by the environmental
conditions under which the aqueous photochemistry is
conducted. Under our reaction conditions, at 10 mM
concentration under a nitrogen atmosphere, approximately
90% of the pyruvic acid is consumed during 5 h of
irradiation (Supporting Information, Figure S3).
As is consistent with the previous literature, the main
products observed from the aqueous phase photochemistry
of pyruvic acid are oligomeric species, such as
dimethyltartaric acid (DMTA), following reaction 4 of
Scheme 1. DMTA is formed by the recombination of two
HA• radicals.42,43 For this recombination to happen, the
HA• radicals must be able to escape from the initial solvent
cage surrounding the generated HA• and GD• radicals in
order to encounter a second HA• radical. Because these
radicals must both undergo cage escape and encounter one
another in dilute solution to form dimethyltartaric acid,
HA• radicals must be relatively long-lived species. This
observation is consistent with the stabilization of HA• by
the captodative eﬀ ect, enabled by the presence of both
electron-donating and electron-withdrawing groups.90
DMTA is not the only observed oligomeric product species.
Previous 1H NMR studies have observed a number of
oligomeric photoproducts that remain unidentified.37,43 Additionally, MS analyses consistently observe an oligomeric
photoproduct ion that that is detected with similar intensity to
DMTA and likely represents the chemical formula
C7H12O5.37,42 The formation of this product cannot be
explained following the mechanisms described in Scheme 1. It
has been suggested previously that this species may be one of
two possible structures, 2-(hydroxyethanyloxy)-2-carboxy3ox-obutane or 2-(3-oxobutan-2-yloxy)-2-hydroxypropanoic
acid.42,70 Here, we propose that this product may be produced
by further photochemistry of reactive oligomeric intermediates
generated during photolysis with pyruvic acid.
The previously known mechanism for pyruvic acid aqueous
photochemistry generates HA• and GD • following hydrogen
abstraction from the carboxyl group of pyruvic acid or 2,2DHPA.43 Using electronic structure calculations, we examined
the possibility of hydrogen abstraction from the methyl group

rather than the carboxyl group of a neutral pyruvic acid molecule,
which, at the CBS-QB3 level, show that methyl hydrogen
abstraction has a transition state that is 1.47 kcal/mol higher in
enthalpy than that for abstraction from the carboxyl hydrogen.
This is a small diﬀ erence in energy that is close to the likely error
in the method, suggesting that hydrogen abstraction from the
methyl group is likely competitive with hydrogen abstraction from
the carboxyl group of pyruvic acid. Abstraction from the methyl
group may be further favored because, for all pyruvic acid
concentrations under our reaction conditions, more than 50% of
82
the keto form of pyruvic acid (pKa = 2.18) is in its anionic form,
pyruvate. Photochemistry under high pH conditions (pH = 6.1),
where most of the pyruvic acid is deprotonated, has been observed
44
to be considerably slower than under more acidic conditions,
suggesting that hydrogen abstraction from the carboxyl group is
indeed favored. However, for deprotonated pyruvate molecules
only the methyl group is available for abstraction. While perhaps
not the major location of abstraction, it is likely some abstraction
from the methyl group of pyruvic acid occurs during the
photochemical experiments (reaction 1 of Scheme 2),

yielding two radicals, HA• and one with oxoacid functionality,
•

CH2C(O)CO2H, denoted as OA . It is worth noting that it is
unlikely that proton-coupled electron transfer could generate
the OA• radical.
The recombination of HA• and OA• (reaction 2 of Scheme
2) generates parapyruvic acid, suggesting that it is a dimer of
pyruvic acid that can be generated photochemically, in
addition to dark oligomerization processes.66 Each radical pair
generated by hydrogen abstraction at the methyl group
(Reaction 1 of Scheme 2) will have an overall net triplet
characteristic, meaning that intracage geminate recombination
to form parapyruvic acid will not occur. Instead, either
intersystem crossing back to the singlet state or cage escape
must take place before the radicals can react further, either of
which is possible. The relative probability of these two
possibilities, however, is diﬃcult to predict.
If intersystem crossing back to the singlet state was the
dominant pathway, one would expect only to see the
recombination product between HA• and OA•, generating
parapyruvic acid. In the case of the radicals undergoing cage
escape, the recombination product of each radical with itself
would also be observed, in addition to the cross product between
radicals. As is discussed above, the recombination of two HA•
radicals generates DMTA, which is shown in reaction 4 of
Scheme 1 and in reaction 3 of Scheme 2. The recombination of
two OA• radicals would generate the dioxoacid compound shown
by reaction 4 of Scheme 2. This dioxoacid, 2,5-dioxohexanedioic
acid (DOHDA, C6H6O6), would likely exist in equilibrium with
its enol form, though we do not observe such a peak in the MS
data. However, the absence of detection does not mean that this
species is not formed. OA•, unlike HA•, is not stabilized by the
captodative eﬀ ect, so its lifetime would be expected to be
somewhat shorter. It is also less likely to encounter another OA•
radical after undergoing cage escape because, while the energetics
are not prohibitive, hydrogen abstraction from the methyl group of
pyruvic acid is less likely than from the carboxyl group and thus
OA• concentrations are expected to be small. Additionally, the
keto form of DOHDA will be in equilibrium with the enol form of
the acid in aqueous solution. Both the keto and enol forms of
DOHDA are likely to be themselves photoactive: the keto form
has two α-keto acid groups and the enol form has a conjugated

double bond system. This means that any DOHDA that
might be generated during illumination may go on to react,
further depleting its concentration in the post-irradiation
solution and limiting our ability to detect it. It is possible
that such reactions can account for some of the minor
photoproducts that we currently have not identified.
Because we do not observe DOHDA in the MS data, we are
unable to conclusively state whether intersystem crossing back
to the singlet state or cage escape is the favored mechanistic
pathway. We tentatively favor cage escape as the more likely
path by which HA• and OA• may react with each other to form
parapyruvic acid. Our reasons are 2-fold. First, because it
provides another mechanistic pathway by which DMTA, a
product observed in high concentrations, can be formed, and,
second, because cage escape has been demonstrated to occur
for both HA• and GD•, as shown in Scheme 1.
Regardless of the path by which recombination of HA• and OA•
occurs, it seems likely that parapyruvic acid is formed
photochemically during the course of the illumination of pyruvic
acid. This reactivity will reduce its concentration in solution and
is likely the main reason it is not detected in the post-irradiation
MS data with an intensity above the threshold we implement here.
Parapyruvic acid, itself an α-keto acid, has the same reactive
functionality as pyruvic acid, and is, therefore, capable of
undergoing the same photochemistry as pyruvic acid, as shown in
Scheme 3. Therefore, any trace parapyruvic acid in

Scheme 3. Photochemistry of Parapyruvic Acid to Generate
Trimer Species

the initial pre-irradiation solution, as well as any generated
photochemically, can also be excited by near-UV photons.
An excited parapyruvic acid molecule may then abstract a
hydrogen from either a pyruvic acid or 2,2-DHPA
molecule, which would be followed by decarboxylation as
in the pathway originally shown in reaction 2 of Scheme 1.
This generates both the familiar GD• and a parapyruvic
•

as PPA ,

radical, CO2HC(CH3)OHC(OH)CO2H denoted

shown in reaction 1 of Scheme 3. These two radical species
can then combine, following reactions 2 and 3 of Scheme 3,
generating 4-carboxy-2,4-dihydroxy 2-methyl-5-oxohexanoic
acid (CDMOHA) and, following decarboxylation (reaction 4
of Scheme 3), 2,4-dihydroxy-2-methyl-5-oxohexanoic acid
(DMOHA). CDMOHA has a chemical formula of C8H12O7
and we observe, correspondingly, a species in the MS data
with an average experimental m/z for [M-H]− of 219.0517.

DMOHA’s chemical formula is C7H12O5. We posit that the
oligomeric photoproduct that is detected in the MS data
with a high intensity, both here and in the literature, 37,42
can be assigned to DMOHA and explained by the
photochemical mechanism given in Scheme 3.
These structures, CDMOHA and DMOHA, are consistent
with the MS results presented here and the known chemistry
of pyruvic acid and zymonic acid.37,43,66 The mechanistic
pathway presented in Scheme 3 is further supported because it
directly parallels one of the accepted mechanistic pathways for
aqueous pyruvic acid photochemistry in the literature. 43,45 As
shown by reaction 6 of Scheme 1, the recombination of the
HA• and GD• radicals followed by the subsequent dehydration
to form α-acetolactic acid, which then decarboxylates to form
acetoin.43 Consistent with this mechanism, we observe a
species with an accurate mass corresponding to the chemical
formula C5H8O4, which is mostly likely acetolactic acid.
Acetolactic acid, as a β-keto acid, will thermally
decarboxylate into acetoin under ambient temperature
conditions in aqueous solution. The rate of this decomposition
is both pH and temperature dependent, increasing as
temperature is raised and pH is lowered.91 The time required
for complete decarboxylation of aqueous acetolactic acid at 20
°C ranges from a few hours at a pH of 1.042 to 2 weeks at a pH
of 4.65.92 For our reaction conditions that are not buﬀ ered or
pH adjusted (dependent on pyruvic acid concentration, pH ∼
2.4 for 10 mM pre-irradiation solutions), it is reasonable to
expect that acetolactic acid generated photochemically would
be partially decarboxylated, allowing us to observe both
acetolactic acid and acetoin during post-irradiation analysis.
Acetoin has been widely reported in the literature as a known
37,41,43 −45
product of the aqueous photochemistry of pyruvic acid.
It is readily apparent that the pathway presented in Scheme 3 is
wholly analogous to the pathway presented by reaction 6 of
Scheme 1, where the intermediate species, CDMOHA,
corresponds to acetolactic acid and DMOHA corresponds to
acetoin. Griﬃth et al. unambiguously identified acetoin as a minor
43
Here we identify acetoin as a
product by COSY NMR.
−
photoproduct using ESI MS as well (Table 1).

The observation of acetoin as a product of the aqueous
photochemistry of pyruvic acid has been a point of contention
in the literature.42,43,69,70 This discrepancy likely stems in part
from the fact that acetoin is not a primary photoproduct, but, is
instead formed from the thermal decarboxylation from a larger
oligomer generated by radical−radical recombination. Indeed,
several of the observed photoproducts of the light-initiated
chemistry of pyruvic acid are not directly formed from the
simple recombination of pyruvic acid-derived radicals. Rather,
species that are generated by these initial recombination
processes, such as 2-methyl-2,3,3-trihydroxybutanoic acid, go
on to further react, forming species such as acetolactic acid and
acetoin, as shown in Reaction 6 of Scheme 1. Such species can
decompose into smaller product species, as is observed in the
dehydration reactions that form acetolactic acid and
CDMOHA and the decarboxylation reactions that form acetoin
and DMOHA. But oligomeric intermediates can also react to
generate larger oligomeric species, as is observed when
parapyruvic acid, a dimer of pyruvic acid, is photochemically
excited and reacts with another pyruvic acid molecule,
ultimately generating DMOHA, a trimer of pyruvic acid. The
generation and subsequent reactions of intermediate species,
especially oligomeric intermediates, is not always appreciated.
Because of this reactivity, both an increase in molecular

complexity by the generation of oligomeric species and the
generation of a complex mixture of molecules within the
solution are observed. These interconnected reactions mean
that even the three-carbon pyruvic acid generates a diverse
library of products upon irradiation in aqueous solution. The
combination of the reaction pathways outlined in Schemes
1−3, can explain the majority of the photochemical products
observed in the MS data. This includes both acetic acid and
lactic acid as shown in reaction 5 of Scheme 1. Acetic acid has
been observed by NMR previously43 and is readily seen in the
NMR of the experiments conducted here (Supporting
Information, Figures S3 and S4). Lactic acid was conclusively
identified as a photoproduct by COSY and DOSY NMR.43
Here, for the first time here we have observed the formation of
lactic acid in the MS data as well (Table 1). However, there
remain a number of minor photoproducts; we observe several
that have not been previously reported in the literature and
have not yet been identified. For completeness, we report the
detailed MS data in Supporting Information, Table S1.
That the observed chemistry is so rich, even at very low pyruvic
acid concentrations (from 0.5 to 10 mM), is perhaps surprising.
We are able to detect more minor photoproducts in the 10 mM
post-irradiation solutions in the MS, which is likely due to the
lower concentration of products formed in solutions with lower
initial pyruvic acid concentrations, as we used the same ionization
parameters for all MS analyses. The main oligomeric products,
including DMTA and DMOHA, are observed in the 0.5 mM postirradiation solutions. The formation of these products requires that
two radicals escape their initial solvent cage, encounter each
other, and recombine before they are quenched. Even the initial
generation of these radicals requires that a photoexcited species
encounter another molecule in solution before quenching. Under
more dilute conditions, the chance of such encounters occurring
decreases. A kinetics analysis of the aqueous pyruvic acid
photochemistry under anaerobic conditions found that the rates of
depletion of pyruvic acid were roughly equivalent between 100
37
and 20 mM solutions,
suggesting that both of these
concentrations are above this dilute limit. While a formal
investigation of the kinetics of photolysis as a function of
concentration was outside the scope of this study, the observed
consumption of pyruvic acid in the NMR after 5 h of photolysis is
lower for the low concentration solutions, as would be expected
for radical-driven chemistry. For the solutions of 0.5 mM, the
depletion of pyruvic acid was observed by NMR to be closer to
50% (Supporting Information, Figure S4), compared to the
roughly 90% depletion observed for the 10 mM solutions. This
observed decrease in reactivity is likely due to a combination of
factors, all stemming from the low concentrations of pyruvic acid
used. As mentioned above, in the 0.5 mM solutions, pyruvic acid
exists primarily as the keto conformer and the higher pH of the
solution (∼3.5) means that more exists as pyruvate, both of which
likely slow reaction compared to the 10 mM solutions. In the low
concentration limit, it would also be expected that the probability
of two species encountering each other before quenching
decreases to essentially zero and only unimolecular homolysis
products would be observed. It has previously been suggested that
the transition from bimolecular to unimolecular processes would
42,60
occur for solutions around 10 mM pyruvic acid.
Here,
however, we demonstrate that under our reaction conditions
bimolecular processes still readily occur even in very dilute
solutions.

It is important to consider the implications of the reaction
conditions used here, as the aqueous photochemistry of
pyruvic acid is extremely sensitive to its environmental
surroundings. This sensitivity helps explain diﬀ erences
between reported products in the literature.37,41 −45,69,70 As
shown in Scheme 1, a number of pathways exist for the further
reactions of HA• and GD• to give the observed photoproducts.
The branching ratio of these pathways is influenced by the
environmental conditions under which the aqueous
photochemistry is conducted. For example, it has been shown
that the composition of the atmosphere under which the photochemistry is conducted can strongly influence this branching
ratio.37 Reactions 3A and 3B of Scheme 1 involve the reaction
of the radical species with oxygen. Reaction 3A is a pathway
by which pyruvic acid is regenerated, therefore slowing the
kinetics of pyruvic photolysis.37 Reaction 3B forms acetic
acid. In the high oxygen concentration limit, obtained by
bubbling pure O2 through the photolysis reactor, the branching
ratio is such that only acetic acid is observed as a photoproduct
using NMR (Supporting Information, Figure S5). Here, we are
reliant on our combined, complementary NMR and ESI− MS
analyses: while acetic acid is formed and readily observed by
NMR, it is not seen in the MS. Acetic acid is diﬃcult to
observe by the ESI− MS used here, likely because, as a small
molecule, it is toward the low mass range of our instrument,
and the signal and mass accuracy of the instrument decrease as
ion m/z is decreased. Even at 100 mM concentration, acetic
acid is observed only weakly in the ESI− MS, as shown in
Supporting Information, Figure S6. It is not surprising that we
do not observe it as a photoproduct in the MS when the
concentration is much lower.
The eﬀ ect to the branching ratio of the photochemical
pathways under a pure O2 atmosphere is extreme, but it serves
as an example highlighting the diﬀ erences in observable
products created by diﬀ erent reaction conditions. In environments that are not saturated with O2, the familiar oligomeric
species discussed above are readily formed. In oxygen-limited
conditions, these oligomers are the major observable products.
Because we were interested primarily in these oligomeric
species, we chose to conduct our photochemical experiments
under a nitrogen atmosphere in order to maximize our ability
to observe such species at low concentrations. Under
conditions free of dissolved O2, reaction 3 of Scheme 1 is
eﬀ ectively removed, and lifetimes of excited state pyruvic
acid are eﬀ ectively increased by removing the quenching
eﬀ ects of O2. The oxygen-limited conditions may account for
the persistence of bimolecular photochemical processes even
at very dilute concentrations in the experiments reported here.
While the branching ratio observed for reactions under oxygendepleted conditions is not directly comparable to those that might
occur in the natural environment, the products observed and the
mechanistic insight behind their formation provide us with a
better understanding of the complexity of reactions that occur in
the natural environment. Biasing the branching ratio toward
oligomeric species for laboratory studies simply aids in the ability
to analyze the resultant products at low concentrations, it does not
change the nature of the species generated. Oxygen-limited
conditions may additionally be relevant for certain systems found
in the natural environment as well. Irradiation of pyruvic acid in
the bulk aqueous phase open to air has been shown to deplete
37 ,93
oxygen from the reaction vessel.
Atmospheric aerosols in the
modern atmosphere are unlikely to be depleted in oxygen, but
even under conditions

37,61,93
where dissolved O2 is not depleted reactions to form oligomers are still active.

95,99−101
The observation that the formation of more complex, oligomeric species is favored under anoxic conditions does raise intriguing possibilities for the relevance of this chemistry in the ancient, prebiotic environment. Unlike the modern atmosphere, the prebiotic atmosphere contained very
little O2 and ozone, allowing more UV light to reach the troposphere and Earth’s surface.94,95 Aqueous photochemistry of pyruvic acid has been shown to be competitive with hydroxyl radical reaction in the modern environment.37 The absence of oxygen in the prebiotic atmosphere suggests that the
photochemistry of carbonyl-containing compounds would be expected to be an even more significant process on the ancient Earth than it is today, given that far less OH radical would have been available in prebiotic environments. The generation of oligomers under prebiotically relevant conditions
demonstrates that pyruvic acid can harness sunlight and convert it into usable chemical energy stored in complex, reactive molecules. In addition to being an important atmospheric species, pyruvic acid is also at the center of metabolism,96−100 and it has been suggested that its photochemistry may have driven protometabolic cycles.

■

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the aqueous phase photochemistry of pyruvic
acid was investigated at low concentrations under an
anaerobic, N2 atmosphere. Even in very dilute solutions with
low concen-trations of pyruvic acid, covalently bonded dimers
and trimers are formed from the recombination of
photochemically generated radical species. We have shown
that it is energetically possible for an excited pyruvic acid
molecule to abstract a hydrogen from the methyl hydrogen
group of another pyruvic acid molecule in addition to
hydrogen abstraction from the carboxyl group. This generates
a new radical, OA•, which can recombine with HA• to form
parapyruvic acid, a dimer of pyruvic acid known to be
generated via dark oligomerization processes.66

Several of the observed species in the post-irradiation
solutions are not primary photoproducts of pyruvic acid but
are, rather, generated from the further reactions of
oligomeric intermediates. Such intermediate species can
decompose by dehydration or decarboxylation, but they can
also undergo further photochemical reactions to generate
larger molecules. We have proposed that parapyruvic acid,
itself an α-keto acid, when photoexcited follows the same
photochemical pathways as pyruvic acid, cross-reacting
with pyruvic acid to form 2,4-dihydroxy-2-methyl-5oxohexanoic acid, a trimer of pyruvic acid.
Pyruvic acid’s photochemistry is known to be incredibly
sensitive to environmental conditions, with completely diﬀ erent
reaction pathways available in the aqueous phase than in the gas
phase. Within the aqueous phase, the composition of dissolved
gases in solution has a strong influence on the branching ratio of
these pathways. This network of reactions yields a diverse library
of photoproducts even when considering only a simple model
system of a single species. This highlights that the formation of
SOA from the aqueous chemistry of small organics under
atmospheric conditions is reliant on a Gordian Knot of interwoven
networks of reactions between many species. However, while a
complex mixture of products is generated from the aqueous
photochemistry of pyruvic acid, the mechanisms governing their
formation are robust and self-

consistent, suggesting that by understanding in detail the
photochemistry of model species, mechanistic motifs may
be found across classes of molecules that help untangle the
reactive behavior of more complex mixtures of species.
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